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Abstract
Web crawlers are tools widely used in web security mea-

surements whose performance and impact have been limitedly
studied so far. In this paper, we bridge this gap. Starting from
the past 12 years of the top security, web measurement, and
software engineering literature, we categorize and decompose
in building blocks crawling techniques and methodologic
choices. We then reimplement and patch crawling techniques
and integrate them into Arachnarium, a framework for com-
parative evaluations, which we use to run one of the most
comprehensive experimental evaluations against nine real and
two benchmark web applications and top 10K CrUX websites
to assess the performance and adequacy of algorithms across
three metrics (code, link, and JavaScript source coverage).
Finally, we distill 14 insights and lessons learned. Our results
show that despite a lack of clear and homogeneous descrip-
tions hindering reimplementations, proposed and commonly
used crawling algorithms offer a lower coverage than random-
ized ones, indicating room for improvement. Also, our results
show a complex relationship between experiment parameters,
the study’s domain, and the available computing resources,
where no single best-performing crawler configuration exists.
We hope our results will guide future researchers when setting
up their studies.

1 Introduction

Web security measurements have become invaluable tools
for empirical investigations exploring various security and
privacy-related issues from real distributions, such as the
prevalence of in-the-wild vulnerabilities [37, 45, 56] and the
effectiveness of defense mechanisms [59,78] at scale, to name
a few. An essential technique enabling such measurements
is web crawling, which starts from a list of seed websites,
e.g., Alexa, Tranco [62], and CrUX [1], and then iteratively
browses web pages to discover as many states as possible.

Crawlers’ effectiveness in finding new states relies on deter-
mining whether a state is new via page similarity algorithms,

and executing the appropriate actions, using navigation al-
gorithms. Both types of algorithms have been challenged
by increasingly dynamic pages and complex web interface
logic, leading to partial exploration, thus missing potentially
vulnerable states, ultimately affecting the precision and accu-
racy of web measurement studies. Over the past decades, the
research community has proposed new crawling techniques
to address these shortcomings, often combining novel page
similarity and navigation algorithms, e.g., EotS [20], Black
Widow [25], and FeedEx [27]. Although web crawlers have
become more sophisticated, their impact has been limited as
prior works use rather elementary crawling techniques.

Assessing the effectiveness of crawlers and their use in em-
pirical studies is challenging, primarily because prior works
have only marginally addressed comparative evaluations of
crawling techniques. Most comparative evaluations are often
conducted in isolation when assessing a new approach’s ef-
fectiveness, using heterogeneous experimental parameters,
testbeds, and datasets, making results difficult to transfer
across papers. Only recently, independent comparative stud-
ies [4, 80] measured the accuracy and precision of different
crawling algorithms. However, either they covered only page
similarity from domains like computer vision, leaving out ap-
proaches used in practice [80], or evaluated web automation
tools like Puppeteer [2] and Selenium [3], which do not imple-
ment any crawler algorithm. As a result, we still know little
about crawlers’ effectiveness as used in security evaluations.

In this paper, we bridge this gap with one of the first
systematizations of the current state-of-the-art web crawl-
ing techniques—both proposed and used in practice—and
an assessment aimed at measuring performance in concrete
application scenarios such as testing and data collection in
live websites. As a first step, we review the past 12 years of
publications from the top venues in security, privacy, and web
measurements, i.e., 7,840 papers, identifying 403 conduct-
ing a measurement, identifying algorithms, parameters, and
methodologies for collecting data through crawling. We then
review prior works proposing new crawlers in the top three
software engineering conferences (917 papers), identifying



additional 27 papers that proposed, in total, 35 crawling tech-
niques proposing the first taxonomy of crawling algorithms.
Finally, we reimplement and patch 27 algorithms and variants
into our evaluation framework called Arachnarium and run
them against popular web applications and in-the-wild web-
sites to measure code coverage, link, and JavaScript source
code discovery. We also assess the impact of the method-
ological choices identified in our literature review, estimating
the impact of algorithmic and parameter adjustments. Finally,
we summarize and put into perspective our findings within
the research community. We offer concrete inputs for future
large-scale security studies and insights on the current state-
of-the-art algorithms in the web crawling domain for security
testing.

Overall, we observed that descriptions of methodological
parameters and algorithms are often insufficient, incomplete,
and not self-contained, making reimplementation challenging.
For example, 24 papers in the crawling algorithms survey
do not contain sufficient details about the implemented al-
gorithms. We discovered that breadth-first search (BFS) and
URL comparison are the two most popular techniques among
the ones with adequate descriptions. The empirical evaluation
of all techniques shows that randomized algorithms, in partic-
ular randomized BFS, offer better performance than standard
algorithms, providing a general increase of average cover-
age, from +8% in LoCs up to +21% for JavaScript source
code. Our results also identified time breakpoints after which
a crawling algorithm performance increment becomes more
appreciable, i.e., 30, 50, and 100 seconds for code, link, and
JS source code coverage.

To summarize, we make the following contributions:

• We present a systematization of knowledge of web
crawlers as used in security and privacy, and web empir-
ical measurements based on the review and analysis of
403 papers;

• We decompose the identified algorithms and organize
them in a taxonomy of proposed and used-in-practice
crawling algorithms;

• We propose and release Arachnarium, a framework for
the comparative evaluation of web crawlers against real-
size web applications and live websites;

• We evaluate algorithms both individually and in combi-
nation, assessing their performance across metrics ex-
tracted from real application scenarios identified in our
survey, revisiting the impact of prior methodologic deci-
sions;

• We present 14 insights, lessons learned, and recommen-
dations for our community and researchers developing
and using crawlers.

Open Science Statement — We release Arachnarium
source code1 and experiment data2.

1https://github.com/pixelindigo/arachnarium/tree/sec24
2https://github.com/pixelindigo/state-of-the-krawlers

2 Systematization

The first part of our paper is a systematization of large-scale
security and web measurement studies using crawlers as a
means of data acquisition (Section 2.1). Then, we systematize
prior work proposing and combining new techniques, where
we decompose and organize them in a taxonomy for crawling
algorithms (Section 2.2).

General methodology — Two researchers executed the sur-
vey and systematization of this section. Both defined selection
criteria, analysis rules, and executed data collection. One read
and processed each paper and the other one validated results
via random sampling. We detail the remaining steps of our
analysis in the remaining sections.

2.1 Web Measurements

2.1.1 Analysis Methodology

Survey criteria — We selected all published papers from the
security and web measurements conferences of the past 12
years (from 2010 to 2022). We selected the USENIX Security
Symposium, the IEEE S&P Symposium, the ACM CCS, the
NDSS Symposium, the ACM IMC, the ACM WWW and
the PET Symposium, covering a total of 7,840 papers, and
performed a keyword-based search to identify web measure-
ment papers. We downloaded papers matching any of these
keywords: tranco, alexa, and the combination of top and
site. We did not include the keyword CrUX as it began pub-
lishing rankings in 2022 [66]. Whenever available, we used
the web interface for the full-text keyword-based search, i.e.,
ACM and IEEE. USENIX Security, NDSS, and PETS do not
have a web interface with full-text search support and thus
we downloaded all papers and performed the keyword search
on our server. In total, the papers matching our keywords are
1,057 papers.

Systematization criteria — We processed the 1,057 papers
as follows. First, we located and annotated the text containing
a description or instantiation of the paper’s methodology,
such as paragraphs, sentences, tables, and appendices. Then,
we identified and enumerated the relevant features presented
in their methodologies. These features include the specific
algorithms used, such as the navigation strategy and the page
similarity algorithm, and experimental parameters, such as
navigation depth, navigation limit, page load limit, and the
collected resources. In addition, we manually noted the topics
of a paper and the crawling objectives in the paper. For the
topics, we compiled a list of topics starting from the top-level
topics extracted from the HotCRP paper submission page and
removed or merged duplicated terms. For the objectives, we
noted the resource being collected and the purpose of the data
collection via crawlers.

Collected sources — Out of the 1,057 papers matching our
keywords, we discarded 654 papers because they did not em-

https://github.com/pixelindigo/arachnarium/tree/sec24
https://github.com/pixelindigo/state-of-the-krawlers
https://github.com/pixelindigo/arachnarium/tree/sec24
https://github.com/pixelindigo/state-of-the-krawlers
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BFS 27 19 4 4 - 26 1 - 24 3 - 9 18
DFS 2 1 - 1 - 2 - - 2 - - 1 1
Random 36 20 14 2 - 30 6 - 34 2 - 23 13
Rule-based 19 4 14 1 - 16 3 - 15 4 - 8 11
Search engine 8 2 6 - - 8 - - 7 1 - 3 5
Unspec. 38 12 6 20 - 14 24 - 23 15 - 7 31
None 273 - - - 273 - - 273 - - 273 156 117

Tot. 403 58 44 28 273 96 34 273 105 25 273 207 196

Table 1: The distribution of page similarity algorithms and
crawling parameters over navigation algorithms.

ploy automated crawling. The final number of papers consid-
ered in this survey is 403.

2.1.2 Results

Algorithms used in practice — Of the 403 surveyed pa-
pers, only 32.3% of them (i.e., 130 papers) navigate websites
whereas the remaining 273 papers (i.e., 67.7%) visit a single
page only, thus not relying on neither a navigation nor a page
similarity algorithm.

Table 1 shows the result of our analysis distributed over the
navigation algorithms. We say that the algorithm is specified
if the paper presents or mentions the name of the algorithm
being used. We say unspecified if the paper uses an algorithm,
but it does not specify which one. We also consider two other
categories for algorithms. When an algorithm is not used, we
say that the algorithm is none. For example, consider the case
of a methodology that does not navigate web pages. Finally,
when a paper does not use any navigation strategy, we say
that the similarity algorithm is not applicable (N/A).

Specified vs unspecified algorithms — More than half of the
papers navigating websites (i.e., 84 papers which is 64.6%)
specify precisely both the navigation strategy and the page
similarity, including when page similarity is not used. On
the other hand, 35.4% of the papers navigating websites do
not specify (i) the navigation strategy (i.e., 18 papers), (ii)
the page similarity (i.e., eight papers), or (iii) both (i.e., 20
papers).

Navigation strategies — 70.8% of the papers navigating
websites (i.e., 92 papers, amounting to 22.8% of surveyed pa-
pers) specify the exact navigation strategy. The most common
strategy is randomized (36 papers, e.g., [31, 42, 58]). Other
27 papers (e.g., [21, 72]) use the breadth-first search (BFS),
whereas 19 papers (e.g., [11, 68]) use custom strategies. Next,
eight papers employed search engines to retrieve URLs of
popular domains to visit (e.g., [6, 44]). Finally, two papers
(i.e., [19,35]) use the depth-first search (DFS). The remaining
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5 5 28 3 6 11 2 3 13 10 2 0 53
5 19 10 3 2 3 0 5 4 8 1 37
5 5 5 26 3 3 0 0 0 4 0 2 0 32

5 5 19 1 4 1 5 1 6 6 0 0 31
5 21 2 4 1 0 1 6 0 1 1 29

5 5 5 11 1 4 1 1 1 3 4 1 0 19
5 5 10 4 4 1 0 0 4 2 2 1 19

5 12 1 0 0 4 0 1 3 1 0 17
5 8 2 0 1 0 1 1 1 2 0 12

5 5 7 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 0 10
5 5 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10

⋆ 21 47 37 28 17 11 4 102 9 8 9 4 2 11 14 6 1 134
⋆

⋆
191 189 155 60 29 21 14 273 38 36 27 19 10 54 44 28 4 403

Table 2: Algorithms over the top 10 most popular topics.
Legend: ⋆ = papers in less popular topics; ⋆

⋆
= col. totals

papers either use a navigation strategy but do not specify one
(i.e., 38 papers) or do not go beyond the first page (i.e., 273
papers).

Page similarity — In total, 78.5% of the papers navigating
websites (i.e., 102 papers) specify the way they handle page
deduplication. More than half of them specify the dedupli-
cation algorithm, with URL matching being the most used
with 54 papers (e.g., [21, 35]). In contrast, only four papers
(i.e., [39, 73, 81, 84]) use DOM-based algorithms. The re-
maining papers navigating websites either do not use page
deduplication collecting all pages (i.e., 44 papers) or use one
but do not specify which one (i.e., 28 papers).

Topics — When looking at the topics, the most popular three
are web security, privacy, and measurement. In total, 339 are
at least on one of these three topics, with web security mea-
surements being more represented than privacy measurements
(i.e., 84 papers vs 60).

No Crawling — Among the 273 papers that did not navigate
websites, we looked for the rationales behind such a decision.
We first searched for them in the problem statement, research
questions, methodology, and limitations text. Alternatively,
we looked for similar papers in the same domain or with a
similar problem setting to infer the necessity of not navigating
pages. When we could not find similar papers, we determined
whether crawling was necessary based on the paper’s objec-
tives. Table 3 shows the results of our analysis, where we
count the number of papers that do not navigate sites over the
objectives and the need to crawl. Overall, 105 papers did not
need to navigate webpages as collecting more data by visiting
more webpages from the same website is unnecessary as it
produces duplicated data points. The remaining 168 papers



Need navigation
Objective No Yes Tot.

Predefined URL List 48 - 48
Website Probing 20 - 20
Censorship 13 - 13
Network Routing 13 - 13
Traffic Simulation 4 - 4
Side-Channel 3 - 3
Website Categorization 3 - 3

Website Fingerprinting - 44 44
Browser Performance - 25 25
Tracking - 14 14
Page Resources - 14 14
In-Browser Network Activity - 10 10
CSP & Other Headers - 8 8
Back-end Stack - 8 8
Breakage - 7 7
Advertisements - 6 6
Cookies - 6 6
Page Content - 4 4

JavaScript Analysis 1 21 22

Total 105 168 273

Table 3: The distribution of no navigation papers.

did not navigate not because it was unnecessary but as a trade-
off for the limited resources or as an arbitrary choice. When
aggregating papers by objectives, we observe two distinct
clusters and one outlier paper, which we will discuss next.

The first cluster is of papers that do not need to crawl.
Among these, to mention a few, we have a line of works (48
papers) that need to analyze specific pages found in URL
feeds, e.g., phishing [40], or papers that probe specific end-
points to detect vulnerable or malicious websites (20 papers),
e.g., typosquatting domains [75]. We also have works on cen-
sorship (e.g., [63, 79]) that measure or circumvent blocking
(13 papers) and network routing (13 papers). In all these cases,
navigating web pages with a crawler is unnecessary.

The second cluster is dominated by the papers study-
ing website fingerprinting (44 papers), evaluating browser
enhancements (25 papers), measuring tracking prevalence
(14 papers), and analyzing embedded resources (14 papers).
These works could benefit the most from using crawlers. The
authors often explicitly discuss or acknowledge the implica-
tion of not crawling. For example, the authors limit the scope
of the study to a lower-bound analysis (e.g., [12,50]) or crawl
only a limited selection of websites (e.g., [24]).

Finally, 22 papers collected JavaScript files to find ma-
licious or vulnerable scripts. All of them will benefit from
collecting more samples except for one. In Zeng et al. [83], the
authors look for homepages that include a specific JavaScript
library, and from those, they select only ten pages to conduct
a user study. While navigating pages increases sample variety,
that will not translate into a better dataset for user studies as
participants are subject to fatigue, thus justifying a smaller
sample set.

Crawling parameters — Of the 403 papers, 388 papers spec-
ify at least one experimental parameter, such as navigation
depth, navigation limit, or page load limit. Conversely, 204
papers define at most two parameters. Finally, only 199 papers
specify all the parameters. Still, the majority of the papers
describing the crawling techniques specify a parameter.

Collected resources — One of the most collected types of re-
sources is network messages and fields (229 papers) to extract
domain names and IP addresses (e.g., [71]) or HTTP headers
like cookies (e.g., [38,55]). The second most common type of
collected resource is information about the browser execution
environment (148 papers), which is then used to study the
relevance and prevalence of vulnerabilities or assess new de-
fense mechanisms. For example, Lekies et al. [46] collected
dynamic JavaScript to evaluate the cross-site scripting inclu-
sion vulnerability risks. Another example is Soni et al. [70],
where a crawler collected JavaScript from popular websites
to evaluate their proposed JavaScript signing method. Finally,
HTML code (139 papers) and screenshots (30 papers) are
common too, especially in works analyzing malicious pages
such as phishing (e.g., [33, 41]). The rest (19 papers) collect
miscellaneous metrics, such as memory snapshots or power
consumption (e.g., [47, 69]).

2.2 Crawling Algorithms

2.2.1 Analysis Methodology

Survey criteria — For the second part of our systematiza-
tion, we focused on papers proposing new crawlers by adding
to our previous seed of papers the ones published over the
past three years in the top three software engineering con-
ferences, i.e., IEEE/ACM ICSE, the ACM ESEC/FSE, and
the IEEE/ACM ASE. We downloaded all titles, abstracts, and
papers matching one of these keywords: crawling, testing,
web automation, web application scanning, large-scale web
measurements, in-the-wild and large-scale analyses. Then, we
read and searched for the pseudo-algorithm, diagrams, tech-
niques, tool names, URLs to the source code, or any other
references detailing how the technique works. If the paper
included the URL to the code, we downloaded it and manu-
ally reviewed it, searching for the module implementing the
crawling logic.

We extended our survey to referred papers, tools, and pro-
totypes listed in the evaluation and related work sections.
For example, the evaluation section of Black Widow [25]
contains back-to-back experiments with two web application
scanners from prior academic works, i.e., Enemy of the State
(EotS) [20] and jÄk [61], and four non-academic tools, i.e.,
Arachni [43], Skipfish [82], GNU Wget [57], w3af [65] and
ZAP [76]. Whenever we identified a new paper, we reviewed
it using the same criteria as before. Starting from 24 seed
papers across security and software engineering venues, we
identified additional 35 papers. However, the resulting 59 pa-
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Crawljax [14, 51–53, 80] 5 5 5 5 5
Dagger [77] 5 5
jÄk [61] 5 5 5
WebExplor [85] 5 5 5
Artemis [7] 5
AutoBlackTest [49] 5 5
Black Widow [25] 5 5
EotS [20] 5 5
FeedEx [27] 5 5
JAW [37] 5 5
KAFE [13] 5 5
LigRE [22, 23] 5 5
ProCrawl [67] 5 5
SecuBat [36] 5 5
Fetterly et al. [28, 30] 5 5 5
Lucca et al. [17, 18] 5 5
Broder et al. [10, 30] 5
Crescenzi et al. [15] 5 5
Manku et al. [48] 5

Arachni [43] 5 5 5 5
Skipfish [82] 5 5 5
Wapiti [74] 5 5 5
GNU Wget [57] 5 5
w3af [65] 5 5
ZAP [76] 5 5 5

Total 10 12 8 1 1 4 4 1 10 3 2 2

Table 4: Overview of the identified tools and algorithms.

pers included eight papers that were previously analyzed in
Section 2.1 and another 24 papers that didn’t include names
and details of the algorithms deployed. As a result, we studied
the remaining 27 papers.
Systematization criteria — We analyzed the tools and tech-
niques and decomposed them into their building block al-
gorithms. For that, we reviewed the pseudo-algorithms, text
descriptions, and source code when available, looking for the
algorithms used for page similarity and navigating web pages.
Collected sources — Our survey identified 27 papers from
security and software engineering venues that contain suffi-
cient details about the used algorithms. The analysis of these
papers identified, in total, 25 tools and techniques.

2.2.2 Results

The results of our systematization are in Tables 4 and 11.
Table 4 lists and maps the names of crawling techniques
and the building block algorithms. Table 11 lists and briefly
describes the individual building block algorithms.
Page similarity — Our survey identified 27 distinct page
comparison techniques, which we organize in six groups.

Many tools, i.e., 14, use exactly one algorithm. Ten tools

support multiple algorithms, two of which allow to select
one at a time (i.e., Crawljax [51], and Lucca et al. [17])
whereas the others combine multiple algorithms in a single
function. For example, jÄk [61] sums the metrics of the DOM
trees and of the registered JavaScript event handlers. The
remaining paper (i.e., Artemis [7]) does not specify the page
comparison algorithm used when visiting websites.

When looking at the objects used for page similarity, prior
works and tools covered multiple types and levels of granu-
larity. For example, URL-based approaches range from com-
paring the full URL to comparing URL components (i.e.,
URL path, fragment, and query string). We can make a sim-
ilar observation on the DOM-based method, where current
approaches can use entire DOM trees, e.g., for the tree-edit
distance (RTED algorithm [60]) or a node-by-node compari-
son. Alternatively, existing approaches determine similarity
by looking at specific HTML tags such as input tags, button
tags, HTML forms, hyperlinks, and text. The HTTP response
messages’ various fields have also been considered for com-
parison. Among these, we have the HTTP response code,
the cookie headers, all HTTP headers, and the HTTP request
method. Finally, prior work has proposed using algorithms
from the computer vision domain to create image distance
functions as a metric for page similarity.

Table 11 presents all the identified algorithms grouped
by the object. We note that the DOM tree-based category
is the most popular. However, there is a wide range of ap-
proaches. The most popular DOM tree-based approach is tree
edit distance [60]. The most popular algorithm is the URL
exact match algorithm, used by most of the surveyed papers,
both by crawlers proposed by prior work (i.e., [25, 85]), tools
(i.e., [43, 57, 65, 76]) and in large-scale, in-the-wild studies
(i.e., [37]).

Navigation Strategies — For the navigation strategy, all tools
except for four (Dagger, Manku, Lucca, and Broder) imple-
ment a navigation strategy which we can group in six families,
i.e., BFS, DFS, depth-limited BFS (JAW), randomized nav-
igation, reinforcement learning-based navigation, and code-
coverage driven navigation. Of these, 20 tools implement
one strategy only, and one tool (i.e., Crawljax) implements
multiple ones, which can be selected with a configuration
parameter.

The BFS and randomized algorithms are the two most used
navigation strategies among all the surveyed papers and tools.
Most randomized strategies are based on a random selection
of links to visit, whereas the other two combine systematic
exploration with randomized elements. The first is a variant
of the BFS strategy with shuffled URLs within a node. The
second one selects a random URL after path exhaustion.
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Figure 1: Architecture of Arachnarium.

3 Arachnarium: An Evaluation Framework

In this section, we present our experimental setup, imple-
mented by our tool Arachnarium.

3.1 Architecture Overview

Arachnarium is a fully-extensible and scalable framework
that enables the comparative evaluation of hundreds of par-
allel crawler configurations against real websites and web
applications, at scale. Figure 1 shows an overview of the ar-
chitecture. Arachnarium has four main components, i.e., the
crawler module, the web application module (optional), the
scheduler module, and the analysis module. The crawler and
web applications modules rely on Docker [32], allowing us
to scale experiments by running parallel experiments of the
same web application and crawlers concurrently. The web ap-
plication module can be disabled when testing live websites.

The primary input of Arachnarium is a configuration file
specifying the tests to execute. An Arachnarium test defines
the crawler, the web application to test (local or live), and
the test parameters. The parameters can be command-line
arguments for the tool or configuration options for the web
application. The configuration file also specifies global ex-
periment parameters, such as the time budget assigned for
individual experiments or the number of concurrent execu-
tions. When running a test, the scheduler first deploys the web
application container if needed, performs initial health checks
to determine if the application is up and running (i.e., HTTP
GET probes), and then executes the crawler. When the test
reaches the maximum execution time, Arachnarium halts the
test. The data generated by the crawlers (navigation maps and
log files) and by the web application (coverage data and log
files) remains in the storage for post-processing.

Users can extend Arachnarium with new crawlers or ap-
plications by providing a docker-compose file—nowadays
a commonly available artifact, and enabling the provided
code instrumentation module. This paper’s version of
Arachnarium fully supports PHP-based web applications and
can instrument the PHP interpreter to measure code coverage
through the XDebug interface [64]. Finally, the analysis mod-
ule collects each test’s activity log and returns statistics about
crawler performance.

3.2 Testbeds

The evaluation in this paper covers two types of web applica-
tions: standalone web applications and live websites.

DS1: Standalone Web Applications — DS1 consists of
web applications from prior works (i.e., [20, 25, 80]), which
contain both modern applications (e.g., WordPress without
plugins) and old ones but repeatedly-used in prior work (e.g.,
SCARF). We initialized these webapps with database records
and configuration shared by the authors of [25] and [80] and
deployed them locally. Each web application of DS1 is fully
supported and integrated into Arachnarium.

DS2: Popular Websites — The second dataset is a list of
popular websites. Reproducing results on live websites is
generally challenging because of the transient nature of web-
pages’ content and structure, which can change over time. In
the recent work, Hantke et al. [29] showed that web archives
could help improve reproducibility. However, they may not be
an adequate choice for our evaluation. Web archives are cre-
ated and maintained by crawling live websites; hence the used
crawlers would bias our evaluation, and most importantly, our
results would have been limited by the coverage of these
crawlers. Accordingly, in this paper, we opt for live websites
from Chrome User Experience Report (CrUX) [1], which is
one of the most accurate lists reflecting sites popularities [66].
Arachnarium fully supports DS2.

3.3 Metrics

We intend to evaluate crawling algorithms’ performance
which can be helpful in common and practical deployment
scenarios. We identify these scenarios and metrics from our
systematization in Section 2, which are all implemented by
Arachnarium.

M1: Code coverage — One of the application scenarios of
crawlers is automated web testing, where crawlers are used
in black-box application scanners to explore the attack sur-
face to collect endpoints for the detection of vulnerabilities
via ad-hoc tests. Crawlers also support other vulnerability
detection techniques, such as server-side code analysis tech-
niques [5], where a crawler provides execution traces to a
concolic execution engine. In all these scenarios, crawlers are
a means to discover new pages and reach deeper states, which
ultimately can be measured via code coverage. Arachnarium
obtains code coverage of a web application via the XDebug
interface [64].

M2: JavaScript source coverage — Our survey showed that
artifacts from the JavaScript engine, e.g., JavaScript code, are
the second most collected data items. For example, Lekies
et al. [46] collect dynamic JavaScript to evaluate the cross-
site scripting inclusion vulnerability risks. Therefore, the sec-
ond metric we consider in our experiments is the amount of
unique JavaScript code retrieved by a crawler. In this paper,



Type Description Metric

DS1 WordPress v5.1.0 (CMS), OwnCloud v10.10.0 (Cloud storage),
PrestaShop v1.7.5-1 (eCommerce), Joomla v3.9.6 (CMS), Dru-
pal v8.6.15 (CMS), Vanilla v2.0.17.10 (Forum), phpBB v2.0.23
(Forum), SCARF v2007 (Conf mgmt), HotCRP v2.102 (Conf
mgmt), WackoPicko v2021 (Benchmark for scanners), Address-
Book v8.2.5 (Benchmark used by [80])

M1

DS2 CrUX, random 2000 websites from Top10K M2-3

Table 5: Datasets for our experiments.

Arachnarium extracts all script tags from the visited pages
and calculates the SHA-512 hashes on the inline and external
JS code to determine uniqueness.
M3: Link coverage — The most common collected artifacts
are network messages like HTTP requests the crawler gener-
ates when navigating a page, like clicking on links. Link cover-
age is also an established metric when benchmarking web ap-
plication scanners in black-box settings (see, i.e., [20, 25, 61])
as the server-side component is unaccessible and thus un-
able to determine coverage via executed code. Accordingly,
Arachnarium uses link coverage as the third metric by ex-
tracting all anchor tags from the visited pages and using exact
string matching of the href attribute.

3.4 Evaluated Crawlers
Table 6 shows the list of techniques that we evaluated and
are available in Arachnarium. We identified 39 candidate
techniques, of which 35 are candidate building block algo-
rithms. Section 3.4.1 presents the reimplementation rules that
we followed when creating Arachnarium3. The remaining
four techniques are tools implementing both page similarity
and navigation strategy. These algorithms are interconnected
from one to another, for which we could not decouple them
tested as a whole. Section 3.4.2 presents these tools.

3.4.1 Candidate Building Block Algorithms

Our survey identified 35 basic algorithms that we considered
for the integration into Arachnarium extensions of Crawljax.
The integration was difficult because of incomplete informa-
tion, missing code, or reference implementations, resulting in
23 implementations.

Code Available — If we were able to run the source code,
then we integrated the code in Arachnarium for the evalu-
ation. In two cases, i.e., jÄk and EotS, we were unable to
run the code successfully. For jÄk, we could not resolve the
no-longer supported version of the QT library. In this case,
we used the paper and the source code as a reference im-
plementation to reimplement the basic algorithms. For EotS,
we obtained a Docker image from the authors; however, the

3We reimplemented the algorithms of this section as extensions of
Crawljax.

Features Code
Techniques Page sim. Nav. Impl. exist Ref. Impl. Eval

Building block algorithms
URL Equality 5 - 5 5 5
RTED 5 - 5 5 5
SimHash 5 - 5 5 5
TLSH 5 - 5 5 5
Color histogram 5 - 5 5 5
Perceptual hash 5 - 5 5 5
Block-mean 5 - 5 5 5
PDiff 5 - 5 5 5
SSIM 5 - 5 5 5
SIFT 5 - 5 5 5
jÄk 5 - 5 5 5
ProCrawl 5 - - 5 5
FeedEx - 5 - 5 5
DFS - 5 5 5 5
JAW - 5 5 5 5
BFS - 5 5 5 5
Rnd BFS - 5 5 5 5
Rnd State - 5 5 5 5

Variants
URL Path Eq. 5 - - - 5
URL Path Eq. & QS 5 - - - 5
RTED Tr. 1 5 - - - 5
¬RTED Tr. 2 5 - - - 5
¬RTED Tr. 3 5 - - - 5

Tools
Arachni 5 5 5 5 5
ZAP 5 5 5 5 5
Wapiti 5 5 5 5 5
Skipfish 5 5 5 5 5

Unable to reimplement
Tree Equality 5 - - 5 -
UI Controls 5 - - - -
Root-Link Paths 5 - - - -
Common Shingles 5 - - - -
TAF 5 - - - -
LevenSeq 5 - - - -
Dagger 5 - - - -
LigRE 5 - - - -
Fetterly 5 - - - -
Artemis - 5 - - -
WebExplor 5 5 - - -
EotS 5 5 5 5 -

Table 6: Evaluated algorithms.

code kept crashing. We tried to reimplement EotS; however,
we could not find a way to isolate the algorithms without
affecting the implementation.

Code Not Available — When the source code was unavail-
able, we used the reference implementation to reimplement
the crawlers. We fully reimplemented the algorithms in two
cases, i.e., ProCrawl and FeedEx.

Missing Details — For all other cases, we did not have suf-
ficient details to reimplement the algorithms. Appendix A.2
list the missing details. Also, we discarded the Tree Equality
algorithm because it compares two DOM trees node by node
and returns false as soon as one single node differs. We con-



sider such an approach too brittle and did not consider it for
the evaluation.

Proposed Variants — We also considered five techniques
derived from popular and promising algorithms by recent
works. We designed variants for URL equality, as the most
used technique across all papers of our surveys, and RTED,
the best performing in Yandrapally et al. [80].

Variants of URL Equality — URL Equality is one of the
most popular page similarity techniques identified according
to our survey. A drawback of this approach is its sensitivity to
small changes, e.g., path or query string alterations result in a
different page. That may not be true in practice, as different
URL paths and parameters may not indicate a state change.
Accordingly, we consider two variants. The first one, called
URL Path Equality, is a string comparison between URLs
considering only the domain and the path. The second one
called URL Path Equality & QS, includes in the comparison
the query string of the URL; however, it ignores the value of
the query string parameters.

Variants of RTED — RTED calculates the tree edit distance
between two trees, which prior work showed it outperforming
other techniques [80]. RTED implementations currently run in
polynomial time, which can be impractical in many scenarios.
Accordingly, we consider three variants to simplify the com-
plexity of comparing two trees. We observe that a DOM tree
can include multiple identical subtrees (widgets) in lists, e.g.,
menu items and lists of products. Therefore, we could reduce
the size of a DOM tree by collapsing lists of identical widgets.
We call this variant RTED with DOM Transformation #1.
We further observe that similar pages can share widgets, and
we could use those widgets for the comparison. We say that
two pages are similar if they share the same widgets. We
call this variant ¬ RTED with DOM Transformation #2.
Finally, we also relax the widget definition to any subtree on
a page, even when the subtree appears only once. This way, a
page can be seen as a set of widgets. We say that two pages
are similar if both have the same set of widgets. We call this
variant ¬ RTED with DOM Transformation #3.

3.4.2 Compound Tools

Finally, we integrated in Arachnarium four tools, i.e.,
Arachni, Skipfish, Wapiti, and ZAP. As these tools are
used for security testing, they run tests while crawling, which
are likely to exercise new branches or exceptions, increasing
coverage. Accordingly, we turned off all vulnerability detec-
tion features. We could not evaluate WebExplor because we
were not able to resolve the exact way the Gestal algorithm is
used when processing a webpage. We asked the authors for
the source code, but they never answered our emails. Finally,
while we managed to run EotS, it was unstable with a high
rate of crashes, making it particularly challenging to collect
data reliably; thus, we discarded it.

4 Experiments and Results

In this section, we evaluate the crawling algorithms’ perfor-
mances and methodological choices when used to collect data.
After presenting the design of our experiments (Section 4.1),
we present our results. First, we determine, if any, the best-
performing algorithms looking at total coverage at the end of
each run and at the coverage speed (Section 4.2) . Then, we
compare coverage results to determine how much surface a
crawler can discover than others, using two baselines (Sec-
tion 4.3). Finally, we assess the methodological decisions our
survey identified and evaluate their impact (Section 4.4).

Reducing Experiment Complexity — Arachnarium im-
plements 17 page similarity algorithms and six navigation
strategies, which amounts to a total of 102 crawler configura-
tions to test. As a preliminary step, we reduce the number of
page similarity algorithms to test, discarding those that per-
form poorly. We run all the page similarity implementations
using only BFS three times against DS1 (self-hosted web
applications) instead of DS2 (live sites) to reduce traffic load
on them. At the end of each run, we calculated the maximum
across three runs and the total unique LoCs executed. We
selected the top ten page similarity algorithms with the high-
est average weighted rank based on code coverage and used
them for the main experiments (see below). The complete
results of this experiment are in the data repository. The top
ten algorithms selected for the rest of this paper are ¬RTED
Tr. 2, TLSH, ¬RTED Tr. 3, SimHash, URL Path Eq. & QS,
URL Path Eq., URL Eq., Phash, ProCrawl, and Block-mean.

4.1 Experiment Design

This section presents the design of experiments and the mea-
surements of this paper.

4.1.1 Experiments

The first experiment (Exp1) measures code coverage in DS1.
For that, we combine the top 10 page similarity algorithms
from our preliminary experiment with all six navigation strate-
gies. The second experiment (Exp2) measures the coverage of
JavaScript source code and links against dataset DS2. Running
all crawler configurations multiple times against the same
sites can generate unwanted traffic. Accordingly, we sample
increasingly large random samples from disjoint CrUX Top
10K buckets. More specifically, we randomly select 200 do-
mains from the Top 1K, 800 from the Top 5000 (excluding the
Top 1K), and 1K from the Top 10K (excluding the Top 5K),
resulting in a dataset of 2K random domains. We visit these
2K domains using the same top 10 performing page similarity
algorithms and top five navigation strategies of Exp1 by code
coverage.



4.1.2 Coverage Data

In our experiments, we run a crawler configuration three times
against the same target site, i.e., a self-hosted web application
(DS1) or a live website (DS2). For each action the crawler
performs, we collect the timestamped coverage data, i.e., ex-
ecuted unique lines of code or discovered unique script and
link tags. Then, we sum the unique coverage data points per
run and pick the greatest. Collecting coverage data from the
live sites (Exp2) was not as reliable as from self-hosted web
applications (Exp1) because of external factors such as con-
nection timeouts or temporary site unavailability, resulting in
sites with partial coverage data. Instead of scheduling more
runs to compensate for the missing data points, and thus in-
creasing website loads, we use the coverage data of the first
successful run among the three attempts.

4.1.3 Experiment Measurements

Absolute coverage — We calculate the total coverage of a
crawler on a given dataset as the sum of the coverage for each
target site in the dataset. We also calculate the coverage of
individual algorithms, i.e., page similarity or navigation, by
averaging the total coverage data runs over the other algo-
rithm, e.g., page similarity over navigation and vice versa.

Relative coverage — This definition of total coverage is
absolute and cannot show whether two crawlers discovered
the exact same states or different ones. For example, if two
crawlers covered 100 unique lines of code each, the absolute
coverage metric will rank them as equivalent. However, as
each crawler implements a different algorithm, it can happen
that while both total 100 lines of code, these lines may not
be the same ones. Accordingly, we introduce the notion of
relative total coverage to quantify the extent to which two
crawlers covered the same and different areas of a target site.
We define the relative coverage as the increment (or decrease)
of the total coverage of a crawler over a baseline.

Baseline 1: Popularity — As we aim to assess method-
ologic decisions, e.g., status quo, we set as a first baseline
the coverage for the most popular algorithms from our sur-
veys. Our survey on crawling algorithms shows that DOM
tree techniques are the most used similarity algorithm used by
crawlers. However, the DOM tree is a family including several
specific implementations, e.g., RTED or tree equality. None
of these implementations is more popular than URL Eq. – the
second most popular one. The survey of web measurement
papers also reveals that URL Eq. is the most commonly used
technique to deduplicate pages. Accordingly, we select URL
Eq. for the baseline. The web measurement survey shows
that randomized strategies are mostly used for the naviga-
tion strategy. However, many papers do not clarify the exact
type of randomized algorithms,e.g., Rnd BFS and Rnd State.
The crawler algorithms survey, however, shows that BFS is
the most popular one. Accordingly, we select BFS for the

baseline.

Baseline 2: Global coverage — Finally, we compare the
coverage of each crawler against the union of the coverage of
all crawlers except for the one evaluated. For the comparisons,
we use the difference set for the increments and decreases
and the intersection set for the known surface. Increment or
decrease from this global baseline can precisely determine
unique features of crawlers in discovering the target sites’
surface that others cannot discover.

Hardware and software configuration — We run
Arachnarium with a maximum of 12 parallel workers, a wait
time after page reloads of 500 ms, and an interval between
actions of 500 ms. We run our experiments on a GNU/Linux
Debian 11 system running on two AMD EPYC 7h12 64-Core
Processors with 2TB of RAM. We configured Arachnarium
to run inside on RAMFS of 300GB to speed up disk I/O
operations and avoid disk write bottlenecks.

4.2 Best-performing Algorithms

We now compare crawler configurations and algorithms using
the total absolute coverage to determine the best-performing
algorithms from two angles: the total coverage at the end of
each run and the coverage growth over time.

4.2.1 Total Coverage

First, we determine the total coverage of individual configura-
tions and individual algorithms at the end of each run.

Configurations — We first start with configurations, i.e.,
pairs of a navigation strategy and a page similarity. Table 9
shows an excerpt of the results with the top two deterministic
and non-deterministic best-performing configurations in each
metric. The complete table is in Table 12 (Appendix). When
looking at the total coverage (code, link, and JS), the random-
ized algorithms, especially the random BFS, are consistently
among the top best-performing configurations. For example,
the randomized BFS covers ranks from five to eight of the
best-performing configurations. It ranks first when collecting
URLs and JavaScript code when using URL comparison, i.e.,
ignoring URL QS values. When switching the page similar-
ity to ¬RTED Tr. 3, the randomized BFS ranks first also in
code coverage. Among the deterministic navigation strategy,
the best-performing configuration is BFS with ¬RTED Tr.
2, ranking only fifth. For link coverage, JAW is second when
used with URL Path Eq. & QS. BFS with ¬RTED Tr. 3 is
ranked first when collecting JavaScript code.

In general, the links and JavaScript metrics are positively
correlated with LoCs, meaning that high coverage in the LoCs
very likely results in a high coverage in the other two met-
rics, too. The pairwise Pearson coefficients and p-values of
Table 12 (Appendix) are 0.5454/8.05E −03 for LoC-Links
and 0.6587/1.59E −65 for LoC-JS.



LoC Links JS
Page Similarity Sum R. +/-% Sum R. +/-% Sum R. +/-%

Block-Mean 220.482 8 -3.1% 186.049 9 -37.6% 23.847 9 -25.2%
Phash 220.451 9 -3.2% 121.267 10 -59.4% 14.383 10 -54.9%
ProCrawl 214.134 10 -3.2% 189.492 8 -36.5% 24.262 8 -23.9%
SimHash 232.092 4 +2.0% 296.302 3 -0.7% 26.415 7 -17.2%
TLSH 240.015 3 +5.4% 265.314 7 -11.1% 31.351 5 -1.7%
URL Eq.(baseline) 227.634 6 - 298.345 2 - 31.902 4 -
URL Path Eq. 221.873 7 -2.5% 276.634 6 -7.3% 28.737 6 -9.9%
URL Path Eq. & QS 230.282 5 +1.2% 338.922 1 +13.6% 33.350 2 +4.5%
¬RTED Tr. 3 240.089 2 +5.5% 288.962 5 -3.1% 34.524 1 +8.2%
¬RTED Tr. 2 242.509 1 +6.5% 292.565 4 -1.9% 33.158 3 +3.9%

Table 7: Average sum coverage, ranking, and % increase over
the baseline of all navigation strategies.

LoC Links JS
Navigation Sum R. +/-% Sum R. +/-% Sum R. +/-%

BFS (baseline) 228.748 3 - 250.373 2 - 27.080 4 -
DFS 226.236 5 -1.1% 248.389 4 -0.8% 27.243 2 +0.6%
FeedEx 214.781 6 -6.1% - - - - - -
JAW 227.983 4 -0.3% 248.247 5 -0.8% 27.139 3 +0.2%

Rnd BFS 247.207 1 +8.1% 280.467 1 +12.0% 32.853 1 +21.3%
Rnd State 228.781 2 0.0% 249.450 3 -0.4% 26.650 5 -1.6%

Table 8: Average coverage and ranking of all page similarity
algorithms.

Individual Algorithms — When looking at the average cov-
erage per algorithm, three page similarity algorithms emerge
as the top performing ones: ¬RTED Tr. 2 for LoCs, URL
Path Eq. & QS for links, and ¬RTED Tr. 3 for script tags,
whereas the worst performing ones are ProCrawl for code
coverage and Phash for both links and JS. Similarly, Rnd BFS
is by far the best-performing algorithm in all metrics. Table 7
and Table 8 show the average code coverage for each page
similarity and navigation technique, respectively.

Total Coverage Increase — We now look at the coverage
increase over the most popular configuration, i.e., BFS and
URL Eq., should one select a different navigation strategy or
page similarity algorithm. The results are in Tables 7 and 8.

In general, five similarity algorithms obtain a better code
coverage than the full URL equality, with a percentage in-
crease ranging from a +1.2% for URL Path Eq. & QS to
+6.5% for ¬RTED Tr. 2 (Table 7). When collecting links and
JavaScript source code, fewer algorithms perform better, how-
ever, with a more evident increase in coverage. For example,
switching to URL Path Eq. & QS can increase, on average,
coverage by 13.6%. When collecting JavaScript code instead,
three similarity algorithms perform better than URL Eq., from
+3.9% for ¬RTED Tr. 2 to +8.2% for ¬RTED Tr. 3. No other
page similarity algorithm helps improve LoCs coverage URL
Eq. We note, however, that algorithms such as Block-Mean,
Phash, and ProCrawl can instead degrade performances sig-
nificantly, especially for links and JavaScript. For example,
Phash can decrease link coverage by more than a half, e.g.,
almost -60%.

When looking at the navigation strategy results (Table 8),

Configuration LoC Links JS

BFS + ¬RTED Tr. 2 245.816 5 298.696 14 31.594 13
BFS + ¬RTED Tr. 3 244.946 9 289.184 20 33.960 7
DFS + ¬RTED Tr. 2 241.565 16 291.458 17 32.372 10
JAW + URL Path Eq. & QS 226.454 30 347.421 2 31.297 15
DFS + URL Path Eq. & QS 229.749 27 328.731 4 30.732 19

Rnd BFS + ¬RTED Tr. 3 259.600 1 313.742 9 41.691 2
Rnd BFS + URL Path Eq. & QS 244.838 10 369.810 1 43.319 1
Rnd BFS + URL Eq. 252.530 3 339.134 3 39.655 3
Rnd BFS + ¬RTED Tr. 2 259.028 2 324.179 6 37.850 4

Table 9: Top two deterministic and non-deterministic best-
performing configurations.

in all cases, switching to random BFS can increase coverage
significantly, with a gain of +8.1%, +12%, and +21% for
code, links and JavaScript coverage. Only FeedEx recorded
a minimum low among the six strategies, with a -6.1% code
coverage. Other strategies have an almost-negligible loss of
performance, i.e., from about -1.6% to -0.3%.

4.2.2 Coverage Growth over Time

Total coverage does not include the temporal dimension and
cannot be used to examine the velocity a crawler can explore
the surface of a site. In this section, we look at the times-
tamped coverage data and calculate the cumulative coverage
over time. We focus only on the two deterministic and non-
deterministic best-performing configurations in each metric
using as a reference point the most common configuration
from our survey, i.e., BFS with URL Eq. (Figure 2). All con-
figurations tend to perform consistently better than BFS with
URL Eq. over time. However, the differences are less appre-
ciable with short crawls, and the breakpoints of these short
crawls vary with the metrics. For example, when collecting
links, the benefits of the selected configurations start being
noticeable after 30 seconds. For JavaScript, the breakpoint
is about 50 seconds, whereas for code coverage is about 100
seconds.

4.3 Coverage Analysis w/ Baselines
We now look at the coverage of each configuration relative
to two baselines to precisely determine the fraction of the
surface covered by crawlers over the most popular algorithms
and against the global coverage.
Increment over Popular Algorithms — In terms of unique
lines of code, the surface discovered by both the baseline
and the configurations ranges from 73.2% by random state
with ¬RTED Tr. 2 to the almost identical overlap of 98.2%
by JAW with URL Eq. When looking at the set differences,
the randomized BFS with ¬RTED Tr. 3 almost includes the
entire baseline with only 0.9% of missed LoCs and, at the
same time, extends it with a considerably large new surface
of about 25.4% of the total.
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Figure 2: Cumulative coverage over time of the two deterministic and non-deterministic best-performing configurations in each
metric with a baseline on BFS + URL Eq.

The relative coverage over links and JavaScript follows a
different distribution, where the overlaps with the baseline
lose relevance against the differences, i.e., missed and unique
links/scripts. For example, at most, a fifth of the unique links
and JavaScript code is shared with the baseline configuration,
i.e., 8.7% of the baseline surface. The largest overlap is 21.4%
by JAW with URL Eq. The coverage differences between con-
figurations and the baseline are far more significant, covering
from 76% up to 91% of the discovered links and JavaScript
code. Such a stark difference is likely caused by the presence
of dynamically generated links and JavaScript, which are gen-
erated and discovered in one run only, thus being missed by
the others. We explore this aspect later.

Increment over Global Coverage — Similarly to the base-
line coverage, the configurations’ global coverage varies
greatly across metrics. The best-performing configuration
(random BFS with ¬RTED Tr. 3) covers 78.9% of the global
coverage, whereas the worst-performing one (FeedEx with
SimHash) reaches 54.9%. In comparison, the coverage is
significantly lower when counting links and JavaScript. The
best-performing configuration for links and JavaScript (ran-
dom BFS with ¬RTED Tr. 2) is well below the worst LoC
coverage, i.e., 19.4% and 23.8%.

4.3.1 Commonly Discovered Surface

To help interpret coverage results, we look at the coverage
following a resource-centric approach. We count how many
times a configuration run has hit a unique line of code, link,
and script tag. Figure 3 shows the histogram of the number of
hits in a log scale. Live websites contain several dynamically
generated resources, including links and JS code. Dynamic
content deflates total coverage as these links and JS scripts are
unique to one crawling session. These resources are visible in
Figure 3, where more than 1.9M links and 376K scripts were
never visited by more than one crawler. Code coverage shows
slightly different properties. On the one hand, we see also
196K unique lines of code being executed exactly once. These
LoCs can be, for example, instructions regenerating cached
data like UI templates. However, we can also see the dominant
effect of boilerplate code, such as initialization procedures

LoC JavaScript Links
# crawls Rnd Det Rnd Det Rnd Det

1 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

2 +4.76% +2.00% +65.08% +60.34% +62.11% +58.43%
3 +8.14% +3.47% +101.66% +94.51% +95.87% +87.91%

Table 10: Average cumulative increment for the consecutive
re-crawls for random and deterministic configurations.

like loading configuration files and plugins, that is executed
at each HTTP request. At x = 60, we see all configurations
(ten page similarity algorithms × six navigation strategies)
executed 181K unique lines of code.

4.4 Crawling Parameters

Navigating vs no navigating — 273 papers of our survey
stop at the first page during a visit. Increasing the limit to
two pages, the average coverage increases by +29.34% new
lines of code, +101.96% new links, and +83.65% for LoCs,
links, and JavaScript code, respectively. When pushing the
limit to 10 pages, we observe a more significant increase of
+100.91%, +253.95%, and +194.36%. Figure 4 shows the
cumulative increment of coverage over the number of visited
pages up to 50 pages.

Single- vs re-crawling — Table 10 shows that additional
re-crawls are likely to increase coverage across all metrics.
Moreover, on average, randomized algorithms gained a more
significant increase in comparison to deterministic ones.

5 Discussion

5.1 Lesson learned
5.1.1 Significant Challenges to Reimplementations

Our systematization in Section 2 showed a rather complex
landscape in presenting the methodology, mostly character-
ized by scattered and incomplete descriptions, which ulti-
mately affected our reimplementation.
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Figure 3: Distribution of the number of times an element, e.g., unique line of code, link, and script, is hit by a configuration run.
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Figure 4: Cumulative increment percentage over the number
of visited pages.

#1 - Insufficient descriptions — Insufficient descriptions
occur in many papers and manifest themselves differently. The
first one is not specifying all parameters, including the specific
algorithms used in a study. In total, our review of large-scale
studies in Section 2.1 shows that 38, 29, 34, 25, and 196
papers did not specify, respectively, the navigation strategy,
page similarity, navigation depth, navigation limits, and page
load waiting time (See Table 1). The second one is insufficient
or missing details of crawling algorithms. For example, our
systematization of existing algorithms in Section 2.2 could
not determine the algorithms of 24 papers.

#2 - Scattered and heterogeneous descriptions — The sec-
ond insight of our survey is that the text describing the crawler
configuration or other parameters is scattered across the pa-
pers, making their localization hard and an error-prone task.
Here, we welcome standardized, well-marked areas of a paper
describing the methodology and algorithms in papers.

#3 - Lack of code and algorithmic details — We could not
integrate ten of the analyzed algorithms into Arachnarium as
we could not reimplement them. The main reason was the lack
of sufficient details in the text and the source code’s absence
to attempt a new implementation. We strongly encourage our
community to adopt even more stringent publication rules
where source code and artifacts accompanying research be-
come the norm, not the exception.

5.1.2 No Winner, Complex Landscape

Our results revealed a rather complex landscape, with ran-
domized algorithms generally performing better.

#4 - Commonly used algorithms do not perform the best —
URL Eq. is a commonly used page similarity algorithm that
does not rank first in any metric. On average, switching to
¬RTED Tr. 2can improve coverage for LoCs (+6.5%), URL
Path Eq. for links (+13.6%), and ¬RTED Tr. 3 for JavaScript
(+8.2%). On the other hand, BFS is the commonly used nav-
igation strategy, which also does not rank first on average.
Switching to the randomized version, we observe an increase
from +8.1% (LoCs) to +21.3% (JS).

#5 - No outperforming configuration — Our results show
that no single configuration ranked first on both absolute and
global coverage metrics. However, randomized BFS com-
bined with many page similarity algorithms is consistently
among the top-performing configurations.

#6 - Randomized navigation is a good choice also with
limited resources — 36 large-scale web measurements used
randomized visit strategy with strict navigation limits to col-
lect resources from a landing page under limited time con-
straints, e.g., five links only. Our results indicate that such a
data collection strategy allows us to balance coverage well
with the given resources.

#7 - Algorithms not suited for the job — Our results also
identified algorithms performing poorly across all metrics,
especially for live crawls. Examples are Phash, ProCrawl,
Block-Mean. Results also suggest that SimHash may be unfit
when collecting JavaScript source code. Among the crawling
strategy, FeedEx, which combines a coverage-driven metric,
ranked last with a -13.11% from random BFS.
#8 - Crawling with metrics — We observed that crawler
configurations perform differently across the metrics, and
we recommend selecting the algorithm based on the targeted
metrics.
#9 - Crawling with limited resources — Running crawlers
takes, in general, time and computing resources. With a tight
budget, e.g., crawling sessions below 30, 50, and 100 seconds,
we notice that the algorithm choice does not significantly
affect coverage. However, we note that coverage can dramati-
cally improve by using a navigation technique with a depth



of five or more.
#10 - No crawling — Most papers, i.e., 168, that do not
navigate pages work on attack or defense techniques against
website fingerprinting and online tracking and collect HTTP
headers. For these papers, crawling could have provided more
sample variety. However, crawling live websites can be ex-
pensive, and authors often need to balance the number of
websites of their study and navigation depth to keep the data
collection manageable. Most of these works also discuss such
a decision and the impact on the results, scope, and conclu-
sions. Here, our empirical measurement of coverage over the
number of visited pages estimates the coverage loss for these
methodologic choices.

5.1.3 Future Directions

Not having a silver-bullet solution indicates that new efforts
in creating better crawling techniques are needed.

#11 - Alternatives to crawling are unexplored — Crawlers
are not the only approach that could be used to explore web-
sites. For example, over the past decades, many UI testing
approaches have been proposed (e.g., [26, 54]) where they
tend to reason on the UI structure and logic to explore deeper
behaviors. Prior work has shown improvement over random
test generation [26]; however, these techniques have not been
used in web measurements yet, and their potential and impact
are largely unexplored.

#12 - No better than random crawling — Perhaps, the most
disappointing result is that randomized strategies performed,
in average, better than all other techniques, including security
testing tools. That suggests that, despite the efforts, visiting
with random clicks performs better than current heuristics.
Not being better than random algorithms calls for additional
efforts to devise and build better crawling algorithms. At the
same time, our results indicate that randomized algorithms
should be included in all evaluations when proposing a new
technique to precisely measure when a new idea achieves a
significant and relevant result.

#13 - Security testing tools lag behind — None of the
commercial-grade security testing tools are at par with the
crawler configurations. The best-performing tool is Arachni,
which ranked 38th in code coverage whereas (-24.5% from
the first, i.e., random BFS with ¬RTED Tr. 3), by contrast,
ZAP ranked last, i.e., 63rd (-33% from the first).

#14 - New web application surface as a shared contribu-
tion — We can also observe interesting properties of the
current state-of-the-art of web crawling in global coverage.
The total number of lines of code discovered at least by two
configurations is 87% (non-unique LoC). Interestingly, for
the remaining 13%, no two crawlers discovered it, suggesting
that this fraction results from the union of disjoint, unique
capabilities of each algorithm.

5.2 Ethical Considerations and Threat to Va-
lidity

Ethical Considerations — Our experiments intend to pro-
vide a better view of crawler behavior in real-world scenarios.
However, automated interaction with public-facing websites
necessitates careful risk evaluation. We anticipated three pos-
sible risks.

The first risk is the accidental collection of PIIs in web-
pages and URLs. Our crawlers visit webpages that can be
reached by any human user when browsing the public, unau-
thenticated pages of a website with a browser. Our crawlers
neither forge URL strings nor log in and stay on the website,
thus minimizing the risk of collecting sensitive data. The risk
of collecting PIIs is further reduced by the types of websites
used in our study and by our sampling strategy. The top 10K
CrUX tends to contain websites of global corporations, which
are unlikely to store PIIs in webpages or URLs in public pages
reachable from a homepage. In addition, we did not collect
pages from all top 10K sites but from a random sample of 2K
sites, further mitigating the risk of collecting PIIs accidentally.

Second, our experiments collected web pages via hundreds
of crawler runs, which can flood websites with thousands of
requests per second. To avoid hampering website availability,
we implemented in Arachnarium the following constraints:
(i) Arachnarium runs at most 12 concurrent crawlers, (ii)
two crawlers cannot visit the same domain in parallel, (iii)
each crawler runs in a single-thread and single-browser mode,
executing actions sequentially, not concurrently, and (iv) each
action is executed every 0.5s. ASN-based checks can further
mitigate the risk of flooding smaller websites; however, small
sites are unlikely to be in our dataset as the top 10K CrUX
tends to contain globally available sites, using robust hosting,
network, and CDN providers, e.g., top shared ASNs of our 2K
dataset include Cloudflare, Amazon, and Akamai. As smaller
websites are more likely to be present in low-ranked domains,
researchers wanting to repeat our experiments on those sites
should avoid running two crawlers against sites hosted by the
same provider.

The third risk is collecting content website owners want to
avoid being indexed and shared, e.g., the price of products,
and they can specify their policy in robots.txt. However,
our crawlers collect and extract URLs and script tags from the
HTML code and do not index and share web content. Hence,
when considering the interaction between harm and benefits
of our work, we concluded that not honoring robots.txt
was an acceptable trade-off in this specific instance, given the
precautions we took.

Finally, the artifacts that we will share with the community
will not contain the raw data collected (URLs or code, which
are subject to removal from our systems) but redacted data,
i.e., SHA256 hashes of URLs.

Threat to Validity — The DS1 dataset contains 11 web
applications, three orders of magnitude smaller than the 2K



websites in DS2. Confirming the full generalizability of our
experiments requires expanding the DS1 dataset, which is
hard to do at scale. We mitigated this external validity threat
by selecting web applications that are relevant and real-size,
e.g., WordPress, Joomla, and Drupal, and used in the litera-
ture [20,25,80]. Similarly, our evaluation used three coverage
metrics, and future researchers can already use our results
when planning their experiments. While we observed a strong
correlation between LoC and link and JS coverage, the corre-
lation may not hold for other metrics, and additional exper-
iments with new metrics are needed. However, to minimize
this risk, we designed Arachnarium to be extendable and
configurable, providing a platform for researchers to select
experimental parameters. Finally, Figure 3 shows a large frac-
tion of JavaScript and links, each discovered by one crawler
run. These links and JavaScript code are likely temporary,
e.g., dynamically generated links, which can result in over-
estimating the covered and missed surface.

6 Related Works

Crawler evaluations — To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first systematization of knowledge on crawlers and
their impact on security measurements. The two closest prior
works to ours are Yandrapally et al. [80] and Ahmad et al. [4].
Yandrapally et al. [80] evaluated different page similarity algo-
rithms selected from different domains: information retrieval,
web testing, and computer vision. Our work differs in two
main aspects. First, we cover both page similarity algorithms
and navigation strategies, exploring their combinations. Sec-
ond, we consider algorithms that are used in practice. Ahmad
et al. [4] evaluated a mix of crawlers, e.g., GNU Wget and
ZAP, and web automation tools, e.g., Selenium and Puppeteer,
focusing on aspects such as the ability to manipulate HTTP
parameters or disabling cookies. As opposed to this work, our
paper focuses on the algorithmic nature of crawlers, looking
at their ability to find and identify pages, i.e., via navigation
and page de-duplication, also exploring their combinations.

Prior works [20, 25, 61] evaluate the presented tool against
the other tools, e.g., Black Widow is tested against Skipfish,
w3af and ZAP, using different testbeds, parameters, and met-
rics. While these evaluations show us the performance of one
tool against the other, results can hardly be transferred across
papers. Our paper addresses this issue by proposing a compar-
ative evaluation framework, Arachnarium, that can be used
to define and execute reproducible experiments against web
applications..
Reproducibility in web measurements — Reproducibil-
ity in web measurements is an open problem. For example,
Jueckstock et al. [34] and Demir et al. [16] pointed out that
reproducing prior measurements is hard in practice, whereas
Hantke et al. [29] showed that web archives could be used to
reproduce web security results. As opposed to these works,
our paper does not reproduce prior works. Instead, it intends to

evaluate the adequacy of the algorithms used to collect data in
web measurements and provide insights to future researchers
to help select the parameters of their studies.
Alternatives to crawling — Crawling is one of the many dy-
namic analysis techniques that could be used in web measure-
ments, including both white-box and black-box approaches.
Unfortunately, white-box approaches such as [5, 8, 9] require
the server-side source code for the analysis, which is not avail-
able in practice. On the other hand, black-box approaches do
not require the source code and, like crawlers, implement a
variety of heuristics to explore and test the target web applica-
tion. Among those, a line of work closely related to crawlers
is UI testing, where many automated approaches have been
proposed to test UIs for functional errors (e.g., [26, 54]. The
goal of our study is to systematize and test techniques that are
used in empirical studies. Our survey could not find the use
of UI testing approaches; therefore, we did not consider them
in our study.

7 Conclusion

This paper presents a systematization of knowledge about
web crawling algorithms for web security measurements. Af-
ter identifying and analyzing 403 papers from top venues
in security, privacy, web, and measurements, and 27 papers
from the top venues in software engineering, we created a
taxonomy with 35 algorithms and mapped their use in empir-
ical analyses. Then, we proposed and used Arachnarium, a
framework for comparative analysis of crawlers, in a compre-
hensive empirical evaluation of proposed crawling techniques
and parameters. From our systematization and evaluation, we
distilled 14 insights, lessons learned, and recommendations
for our community and future researchers.
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A Appendix

A.1 Classification of the Identified Approaches
Table 11 shows a classification of the identified building block
algorithms.

A.2 Excluded Algorithms
This section presents the reasons why we could not implement
certain crawling algorithms.
AutoBlackTest, KAFE, Dagger, and LigRE do not specify

which DOM elements are used or filtered to determine simi-
larity. WebExplor and Fetterly et al [28] provided insufficient
details on the algorithm application. Lucca et al. [17, 18]
and Broder et al. [10] do not specify the threshold used in
the similarity algorithms. Artemis does not provide enough
parameters to reimplement the algorithm without the source
code. We also could not modify our reference implementation
to accomodate the state clustering approach used in Crescenzi
et al. [15].

https://xdebug.org/
https://xdebug.org/
http://w3af.org/
https://github.com/wapiti-scanner/wapiti
https://github.com/wapiti-scanner/wapiti
https://www.zaproxy.org/
https://www.zaproxy.org/
https://code.google.com/archive/p/skipfish/
https://code.google.com/archive/p/skipfish/


Name Algorithm Tools

Page Similarity: Page URL
URL Equality True if the URL strings are the same Black Widow, JAW, SecuBat, GNU

Wget, w3af

Page Similarity: DOM Tree
Tree Equality True if the two trees are identical KAFE
RTED True if RTED(ti,t j) > c for a threshold c, where RTED calculates the minimum of node

edit operations that transform one tree into the other one
Crawljax, FeedEx

UI Controls True if the ratio of common UI controls (e.g., input tags) is greater than a threshold c AutoBlackTest
Root-Link Paths True if the ration of common root-to-link paths is greater than a threshold c Crescenzi

Page Similarity: HTML Code
SimHash True if the Hamming distance of two 64-bit fingerprint digests is greater than a threshold c Crawljax, Manku
TLSH True if the distance of two locality-sensitive hash digests is greater than a threshold c Crawljax
Common Shingles True if the fraction of common shingles is greater than a threshold c Broder
TAF True if TAF(ti,t j) > c, where TAF is the difference of the tag and attribute frequency

function of two trees
Lucca

LevenSeq True if LevenSeq(si,s j) > c, where LevenSeq is the Levenstein distance between the
sequences of the tags and attributes

Lucca

Page Similarity: Screenshots
Color histogram True if χ

2 distance between two color histograms is greater than a threshold c Crawljax
Perceptual hash True if Hamming distance of two 128-bit hash digests is greater than a threshold c Crawljax
Block-mean True if Hamming distance of two 256-bit hash digests is greater than a threshold c Crawljax
PDiff True if the number of common pixels is greater than a threshold c Crawljax
SSIM True if the structural distortion value is greater than a threshold c Crawljax
SIFT True if the common SIFT key-points are greater than a threshold c Crawljax

Page Similarity: Combined Algorithms
jÄk True if the mean value of the fractions of common forms, hyperlinks, and event handlers is

greater than a threshold c
jÄk

ProCrawl True if buttons, text, and links are the same ProCrawl
WebExplor True if page URL strings are the same and the Gestalt Pattern Matching of the HTML

codes is greater than a threshold
WebExplor

Dagger Iterative use of different approaches, respectively, the fraction of common shingles (se-
quence of hashes of a page), the fraction of different tags, and the fraction of different tags
per DOM level

Dagger

LigRE True if the form prefix trees are the same and the common rooted depth link prefix trees
are greater than a threshold c

LigRE

EotS True if the rooted link prefix trees are the same (precondition) EotS
Fetterly True if the URL Rabin fingerprints match and SimHash is greater than a threshold c Fetterly
Arachni True if the HTML code and the cookie sets are the same Arachni
ZAP True if the HTML code, the HTTP headers, and the request methods are the same ZAP
Wapiti True if URL strings (without query string values) and the HTTP methods are the same Wapiti
Skipfish True if the word length distributions and the HTTP response codes are the same Skipfish

Navigation Strategies
DFS The Depth-First Search traverses a website by navigating to the most recently discovered

page after completing the actions on the current one. The actions are executed in the order
of encounter

EotS, Crawljax, ProCrawl, LigRE

JAW The Iterative Deepening Depth-First Search inspired technique traverses a website itera-
tively using a BFS approach with a depth limit. The actions are executed in the order of
encounter

JAW

BFS The Breath-First Search traverses a website by navigating to the most early discovered
page after completing the action on the current one. The actions are executed in the order
of encounter

Crawljax, jÄk, Cookie Hunter,
Cached+Confused, KAFE, SecuBat,
Crescenzi, Arachni, Wapiti, GNU
Wget, w3af, ZAP

Rnd BFS The Breath-First Search with random action selection traverses a website using the regular
BFS for state selection and follows it by random action selection at the selected state

Crawljax

Rnd State The Random State traverses a website by randomly selecting a state and executing actions
on that state in the order of encounter

Black Widow

RL-based The Reinforcement Learning-based approach learns a policy with an appropriate definition
of reward and state

WebExplor, AutoBlackTest

FeedEx FeedEx calculates a score for each visited page: a combination of code coverage impact,
path diversity, and DOM diversity. When selecting the next page, it chooses the page with
the highest score

FeedEx

Artemis Artemis fires sequences of events on the web page. The algorithm prioritizes sequences
with low branch coverage.

Artemis

Table 11: Classification and presentation of the identified building block algorithms.
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BFS Block-mean 218,136 44 66.26% 0.14% 49 9.56% 5.45% 24,391 38 21.42% 0.85% 33 35.15% 46.59% 191,027 40 18.37% 0.43% 34 30.22% 54.13%
BFS ¬RTED Tr. 3 244,946 9 75.89% 0.22% 10 20.59% 1.12% 33,960 7 22.88% 0.99% 23 45.01% 36.94% 289,184 20 18.73% 0.44% 32 40.68% 40.96%
BFS Phash 217,551 45 66.52% 0.14% 49 10.32% 6.03% 14,529 47 17.84% 0.27% 47 22.45% 61.95% 125,247 46 12.92% 0.21% 48 20.52% 65.74%
BFS ProCrawl 210,782 48 65.98% 0.14% 43 10.64% 6.50% 23,725 43 21.80% 0.79% 36 33.73% 46.91% 196,392 38 18.48% 0.43% 35 31.04% 53.39%
BFS SimHash 232,798 24 58.53% 0.16% 26 7.28% 12.97% 25,167 36 20.52% 0.66% 44 36.67% 46.18% 270,506 30 15.74% 0.35% 43 39.38% 43.57%
BFS TLSH 244,326 11 72.16% 0.17% 18 16.35% 1.86% 30,363 23 20.98% 1.10% 11 43.30% 41.87% 258,037 33 15.54% 0.42% 36 36.80% 43.88%
BFS URL Eq. 225,926 32 63.73% 0.14% 37 - - 29,614 24 21.49% 1.02% 18 - - 290,564 18 16.33% 0.78% 11 - -
BFS URL Path Eq. 219,009 39 60.03% 0.14% 45 1.21% 7.92% 26,520 30 20.91% 0.91% 27 36.42% 43.06% 263,163 32 15.16% 0.58% 19 36.82% 42.78%
BFS URL Path Eq. & QS 228,191 28 64.69% 0.22% 12 5.69% 3.70% 30,939 18 21.56% 1.12% 9 42.32% 39.74% 320,915 7 16.43% 0.77% 12 43.62% 37.74%
BFS ¬RTED Tr. 2 245,816 5 69.92% 0.16% 23 18.14% 7.32% 31,594 13 22.34% 0.90% 28 42.45% 38.60% 298,696 14 19.24% 0.56% 23 41.44% 39.80%

DFS Block-mean 212,105 47 64.44% 0.14% 49 8.96% 8.71% 23,605 44 20.89% 0.75% 37 33.43% 46.94% 176,729 43 18.01% 0.34% 44 28.07% 56.25%
DFS ¬RTED Tr. 3 238,313 20 74.22% 0.16% 21 18.25% 1.24% 31,698 12 22.64% 0.95% 26 43.06% 39.05% 274,046 26 18.77% 0.52% 28 38.90% 42.38%
DFS Phash 218,439 43 70.28% 0.14% 49 15.86% 5.17% 14,131 49 17.71% 0.27% 48 21.56% 62.57% 124,388 47 12.48% 0.32% 46 20.92% 66.15%
DFS ProCrawl 208,310 49 64.58% 0.14% 44 9.40% 7.41% 24,167 39 21.61% 0.72% 39 34.24% 46.34% 191,407 39 18.14% 0.52% 29 30.51% 54.23%
DFS SimHash 224,339 34 55.28% 0.15% 31 3.21% 15.38% 25,970 32 20.17% 0.63% 45 37.25% 44.97% 301,721 13 16.56% 0.40% 40 40.99% 38.72%
DFS TLSH 243,842 13 76.81% 0.22% 11 23.36% 1.78% 30,416 22 20.55% 1.04% 14 43.38% 41.85% 227,784 35 15.11% 0.36% 42 37.23% 50.79%
DFS URL Eq. 226,495 29 64.63% 0.14% 34 3.90% 2.47% 31,163 17 21.93% 1.11% 10 42.79% 39.79% 277,129 23 16.17% 0.56% 22 39.18% 41.99%
DFS URL Path Eq. 219,206 38 59.83% 0.15% 29 1.20% 7.94% 28,175 29 21.09% 0.97% 25 39.35% 42.29% 290,496 19 16.21% 0.66% 16 40.57% 40.58%
DFS URL Path Eq. & QS 229,749 27 64.67% 0.19% 15 5.66% 3.44% 30,732 19 21.34% 0.99% 24 42.04% 39.86% 328,731 4 17.17% 0.67% 15 44.89% 37.65%
DFS ¬RTED Tr. 2 241,565 16 69.20% 0.51% 5 17.37% 8.20% 32,372 10 22.42% 0.84% 34 43.20% 37.91% 291,458 17 18.50% 0.53% 26 40.33% 40.15%

JAW Block-mean 220,228 36 66.88% 0.14% 35 9.45% 4.19% 22,394 45 20.89% 0.70% 42 32.64% 49.06% 172,053 44 17.14% 0.33% 45 26.76% 56.63%
JAW ¬RTED Tr. 3 238,705 18 72.41% 0.16% 24 15.07% 1.38% 32,031 11 22.85% 0.99% 22 42.93% 38.27% 274,533 25 19.17% 0.57% 21 38.93% 42.30%
JAW Phash 219,787 37 67.49% 0.14% 42 11.05% 5.09% 14,071 50 17.95% 0.27% 49 21.08% 62.50% 115,089 50 11.35% 0.17% 49 18.27% 67.63%
JAW ProCrawl 214,338 46 65.61% 0.14% 36 9.38% 5.89% 23,754 42 21.66% 0.71% 40 34.04% 47.09% 177,791 42 17.31% 0.52% 30 28.66% 56.35%
JAW SimHash 232,356 26 58.42% 0.15% 30 7.10% 12.96% 26,355 31 20.46% 0.69% 43 37.79% 44.64% 288,914 21 16.10% 0.43% 33 41.01% 41.34%
JAW TLSH 242,988 15 71.78% 0.17% 17 15.59% 2.14% 31,166 16 20.63% 1.14% 8 43.70% 40.75% 264,489 31 15.27% 0.29% 47 38.87% 44.35%
JAW URL Eq. 224,854 33 63.41% 0.14% 40 0.61% 1.20% 30,549 20 22.06% 1.05% 12 40.93% 39.06% 297,981 15 16.56% 0.79% 10 40.06% 38.53%
JAW URL Path Eq. 218,667 41 59.97% 0.14% 45 1.15% 7.93% 28,358 27 20.99% 0.87% 30 38.37% 40.98% 270,850 29 15.00% 0.64% 17 37.56% 41.79%
JAW URL Path Eq. & QS 226,454 30 63.77% 0.14% 45 4.22% 3.70% 31,297 15 21.06% 1.01% 20 42.09% 38.80% 347,421 2 16.48% 0.58% 18 45.04% 34.28%
JAW ¬RTED Tr. 2 241,448 17 69.32% 0.15% 28 17.94% 7.99% 31,413 14 22.22% 0.87% 31 42.54% 39.04% 273,345 28 18.74% 0.41% 38 39.37% 42.96%

Rnd BFS Block-mean 245,700 6 75.81% 0.59% 3 21.42% 2.17% 24,868 37 22.27% 1.01% 21 36.27% 46.48% 204,953 37 17.44% 1.07% 8 33.16% 52.86%
Rnd BFS ¬RTED Tr. 3 259,600 1 78.86% 0.39% 7 25.40% 0.85% 41,691 2 23.69% 2.13% 4 52.54% 33.18% 313,742 9 18.98% 2.08% 6 45.99% 41.69%
Rnd BFS Phash 237,993 21 69.86% 0.38% 8 16.39% 6.60% 14,993 46 18.16% 0.41% 46 23.27% 61.16% 121,661 48 12.56% 0.40% 39 20.93% 66.89%
Rnd BFS ProCrawl 245,255 8 74.64% 0.21% 14 19.07% 1.69% 25,590 34 22.07% 1.02% 17 36.76% 45.36% 209,870 36 18.55% 0.95% 9 33.07% 51.66%
Rnd BFS SimHash 245,471 7 62.51% 0.86% 2 11.47% 10.59% 29,296 25 21.47% 1.63% 7 42.40% 43.02% 316,574 8 16.97% 2.14% 5 47.94% 43.29%
Rnd BFS TLSH 246,426 4 74.83% 0.46% 6 20.46% 2.16% 36,602 5 22.07% 2.07% 5 49.86% 38.02% 302,670 11 16.71% 2.03% 7 46.36% 44.12%
Rnd BFS URL Eq. 252,530 3 76.53% 0.55% 4 22.09% 1.40% 39,655 3 23.25% 2.65% 1 51.46% 35.00% 339,134 3 18.12% 3.14% 1 48.43% 39.81%
Rnd BFS URL Path Eq. 235,231 23 67.80% 0.25% 9 10.99% 4.16% 34,665 6 22.13% 2.35% 3 47.21% 38.21% 302,073 12 16.48% 2.34% 3 44.63% 42.44%
Rnd BFS URL Path Eq. & QS 244,838 10 70.18% 0.21% 13 14.00% 2.74% 43,319 1 22.98% 2.56% 2 54.49% 33.43% 369,810 1 17.62% 2.80% 2 51.57% 38.36%
Rnd BFS ¬RTED Tr. 2 259,028 2 76.46% 1.31% 1 23.66% 1.93% 37,850 4 23.82% 1.93% 6 49.28% 35.17% 324,179 6 19.38% 2.19% 4 47.10% 40.98%

Rnd State Block-mean 218,518 42 68.20% 0.14% 48 13.44% 6.13% 23,977 41 21.76% 0.74% 38 34.11% 46.65% 185,483 41 17.37% 0.53% 27 29.39% 54.93%
Rnd State ¬RTED Tr. 3 238,446 19 75.92% 0.17% 20 21.38% 1.65% 33,240 8 22.50% 1.03% 15 43.67% 36.78% 293,303 16 19.13% 0.56% 24 40.82% 40.26%
Rnd State Phash 218,722 40 69.71% 0.14% 49 15.34% 5.62% 14,189 48 17.51% 0.26% 50 21.29% 62.29% 119,948 49 11.99% 0.13% 50 20.47% 67.17%
Rnd State ProCrawl 206,816 50 63.92% 0.14% 39 8.68% 7.77% 24,075 40 21.06% 0.85% 32 34.42% 46.68% 171,998 45 17.44% 0.42% 37 27.99% 57.37%
Rnd State SimHash 235,734 22 59.32% 0.16% 22 8.98% 12.95% 25,285 35 20.59% 0.70% 41 36.20% 45.52% 303,797 10 15.40% 0.57% 20 42.11% 39.48%
Rnd State TLSH 243,257 14 76.56% 0.17% 19 22.78% 1.69% 28,209 28 20.74% 1.04% 13 40.53% 43.35% 273,591 27 14.29% 0.40% 41 41.22% 44.65%
Rnd State URL Eq. 226,266 31 64.42% 0.14% 33 4.20% 3.22% 28,529 26 20.92% 1.02% 16 39.83% 42.03% 286,916 22 16.18% 0.72% 13 40.20% 40.95%
Rnd State URL Path Eq. 223,208 35 60.30% 0.16% 25 1.72% 7.62% 25,969 33 20.39% 0.88% 29 35.70% 43.62% 256,588 34 15.42% 0.47% 31 36.79% 44.18%
Rnd State URL Path Eq. & QS 232,676 25 66.03% 0.15% 27 7.11% 2.52% 30,462 21 21.28% 1.02% 19 41.39% 39.71% 327,732 5 17.12% 0.71% 14 45.48% 38.51%
Rnd State ¬RTED Tr. 2 244,168 12 70.37% 0.17% 16 19.16% 7.62% 32,561 9 21.79% 0.83% 35 43.22% 37.57% 275,148 24 16.77% 0.54% 25 39.46% 42.67%

FeedEx Block-mean 208,206 59 62.07% 0.13% 57 6.03% 9.26% - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
FeedEx ¬RTED Tr. 3 220,522 38 64.80% 0.14% 49 6.87% 6.23% - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
FeedEx Phash 210,216 55 62.82% 0.13% 57 6.01% 8.16% - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
FeedEx ProCrawl 199,303 63 59.81% 0.14% 49 6.29% 12.55% - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
FeedEx SimHash 221,853 37 54.98% 0.14% 40 2.90% 15.78% - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
FeedEx TLSH 219,249 42 63.51% 0.15% 32 6.71% 6.81% - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
FeedEx URL Eq. 209,735 56 56.70% 0.09% 60 1.46% 14.47% - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
FeedEx URL Path Eq. 215,914 51 59.26% 0.13% 57 0.68% 8.81% - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
FeedEx URL Path Eq. & QS 219,785 41 61.03% 0.14% 38 0.90% 5.75% - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
FeedEx ¬RTED Tr. 2 223,029 36 60.68% 0.14% 56 8.26% 13.67% - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Tool Arachni 208,753 57 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Tool Skipfish 202,231 62 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Tool Wapiti 206,587 61 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Tool Zap 193,977 64 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Table 12: Coverage results of all configurations.
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